
CHAP partners with Tanzanian villages to create sustainable health care 

By Krista Webb, Wheat Ridge Ministries 

Late in 2013, Cindy Wilke heard stories about the poor living conditions in the rural Maasai villages in the 

Same District in Tanzania. It was estimated that out of 17 villages in the area, only one village purified its 

water and only four had latrines. Mortality rates for mothers and their babies were high, and with 

medical clinics practically impossible to reach without transportation, many villagers’ medical problems 

went untreated.   

In an effort to decrease the high mortality rates in 

these villages, the Community Hospital Alliance 

Program (CHAP) was created in April 2014. Founded by 

a group of three organizations - Global Health 

Administration Partners (GHAP – a program of Global 

Health Ministries), Empower Tanzania, and Total 

Health Africa – CHAP seeks to bring health care and 

medical information to the remote Maasai population.  

The program, which is a current Wheat Ridge 

Ministries grant recipient, trains local women to be 

Community Health Workers (CHWs) for the 21 villages it serves, teaching them about proper health care, 

how to give first aid, and when to refer patients to a health center. Over the course of five years, CHAP 

will help the community build a self-

sustaining health care program with 

strong connections to clinics and 

churches in the area.  

“First and foremost, it’s about us 

helping them figure out how they can 

help their community in the best way 

possible,” said Magdeline Aagard, 

CHAP team lead. 

CHAP uses a SEED-SCALE model to 

grow the program from within the 

community, partnering with the 

Maasai population to make the 

program a joint effort.  This model is 

built around the idea that relationships between community members, local authorities, and outside 

experts are critical to making real change within a community.  

“You start with what the community is good at and then you combine the effort,” said Wilke, who serves 

as GHAP Director and also oversees CHAP. “The local community needs to provide a lot of the resources, 



like the people and the energy. Your outside 

expert provides a little bit of knowledge, but 

you’re really relying on inside expertise.”  

Since the program began, the CHWs have learned 

about a variety of health care topics, including 

family planning, vaccination, malaria, HIV/AIDS, 

safe water practices, and gender-based violence. 

Aagard said the CHWs have already seen a 

positive change in their communities over the last 

nine months. They have reported many 

successes, including being able to treat injuries 

such as burns, cuts, and wounds. One CHW, Naishooki, recognized the symptoms of preeclampsia and 

anemia in a pregnant woman, and was able to refer her to a health center. The woman received medical 

help and delivered a healthy baby. Aagard said the CHWs are excited to be able to share this type of 

knowledge with their communities.  

“They feel really proud about being able to teach their families about sanitation and how to purify water,” 

Aagard said. “These are all really young women and 

they’re just so thrilled about what they‘re doing. 

They know it can make a big impact on their 

communities.” 

Though the program has its own share of struggles 

– lack of cooperation from the Maasai men in many 

villages and a shortage of volunteers – the leaders 

of CHAP are optimistic about their plans for the 

future. They will return in June to hold refresher 

training for the CHWs. The visit will also give the 

CHWs the chance to provide feedback to leaders 

about their experiences in the villages.  

“They’re able to share their stories about what has worked,” Aagard said. “We’re there to facilitate the 

discussion and talk thorough the issues. It’s a time for us to support them and learn from them how 

things are going.” 

During the trip, CHAP will also collect data to determine the impact the first year of the program has 

made in the community. Though it had funding for training and setting up the structure in its first year, 

CHAP’s partnership with Wheat Ridge will help the program continue to grow.  

“Without Wheat Ridge, we wouldn’t be able to go back and see the change,” Wilke said. “Wheat Ridge 

support has meant that we’ve been able to focus on the project and extend the work into years 2 and 3.” 



Aagard said that the on-ground support these visits provide 

is vital to the program’s success. Without it, many programs 

can fail.  

“You need to go there physically and show them your 

support,” Aagard said. “That physical presence means 

everything to them. That’s what builds the success of this 

program. Wheat Ridge is providing us the opportunity to be 

with them until they are able to be self-sustaining.” 

Thanks to the support and generosity of donors like you, 

Wheat Ridge is able to help new and innovative health 

ministry programs take root in communities across the 

world. Because of your support, CHAP is creating sustained 

health and hope within the Maasai community in rural 

Tanzania.  
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